
Communication Checklist 

Setting up your Communication Program 
 
 
 

 Presume Competence in ALL children.  

 Set age appropriate expectations and goals for students 

 Believe that your child has age appropriate comprehension  

 

 Set Expectations  

 For students (general education and life skills), 

  Faculty and staff 

 

 A Functional Communication System—Establish YES/NO  
 Present with YES on CHILD’S left and NO on CHILD’S right 

 DO NOT SWITCH SIDES.  DO NOT TEST (this is disrespectful and does not gain trust). 

 Respect the answer.  If a child makes a choice that YOU BELIEVE to be incorrect or not 

what the child really wants, accept THEIR answer, follow through with their answer.  It is 

OK to say “That is not what I thought you wanted (e.g. the child said NO when asked if 

he wanted a drink), but you said NO, so I will ask you again in a few minutes to see if you 

change your mind.” 

 If the child touches both yes/no at the same time, prompt to choose only one.  If the 

child touches both again, refine your yes/no question.  The child may not understand 

the question, may not know the answer, or the answer may be a “Maybe.” 

 Make yes/no cards available to ALL faculty and staff and set an expectation that 

everyone should use/wear them. 

 Introduce yes/no system to students in LSS and practice during group or small group 

sessions (i.e. speech group, any group lesson outside of inclusion, during individual goal 

work). 

 An easy way to begin practicing is with food or while using motivating objects/activities 

 After the yes/no cards have been introduced into the classroom, introduce to 

faculty/staff through a faculty meeting.  It takes 5-10 minutes to introduce and pass out 

yes/no cards and briefly practice how to use.  Teachers are typically taught to stay away 

from yes/no and focus more on higher thinking questions.  We must teach them to 

incorporate both into their lesson plans. 

 Go into classrooms and teach all of the kids in regular education how to use and make 

them take ownership by giving each child their own set of yes/no cards.  Practice ways 

to use yes/no with all of the children.  (i.e. have them partner up and ask each other 

what they did over the weekend; after school etc.) 

 Make available (send home) yes/no cards to parents and explain what you are doing 

with them in school.  Encourage parents to use as much as possible. 



Communication Checklist 

Setting up your Communication Program 
 
 

 Functional Communication--Teach to “Point with Purpose” 
   Use a supported point when necessary 

 Hold out your hand in front of child and wait for him/her to place hand in yours.  

With a slight backward pressure on the child’s hand, prompt the child to push 

forward and make a choice.  DO NOT GUIDE.  (close your eyes if necessary) 

 Encourage one strong point and verbally and physically prompt one point. 

 

 Functional Communication—Communication Device (i.e. iPad, Dynavox, 

Springboard etc.) 

 Introduce Core Words and Fringe Words 

 Model all language on communication Device (If you can’t say it, neither can your 

child/student) 

 

 Create a Communication Community 

 Communicate with parents 

 Provide communication trainings for Parents 

 Provide access to information regarding devices 

 Provide opportunities for parents, students, teachers and other members of community to 

interact using communication systems 

 Create identical communication systems so that people become familiar with the layout 

and vocabulary (this also allows for sharing of devices if one breaks down, is not charged or 

is forgotten at home.) 

 

 Consistent Training 
 
 Ongoing training at staff meetings 

 Consult time with teachers 

 Teach students in general education how to use and interact with communication systems 
(try scheduling 15 minutes of morning meeting time in a classroom) 

 Parent trainings in the evening to address concerns and keep systems up to date 
 
 
 


